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I was selected to attend a national winter school in radio astronomy called “Radio Astronomy Winter 

School” (RAWSC) scheduled to be held at the Inter-University Centre for Astronomy and 

Astrophysics (IUCAA) and National Centre for Radio Astrophysics (NCRA) from December 15th to 

24th. The winter school was open for undergraduate students pursuing their Bachelor’s in Science or 

Engineering from all over India and comprised of 30 such students. Below is the report of what I did 

at RAWSC and how it impacted my outlook towards science and experimentation. There were a total 

of 12 lectures, 2 IISER experiments, 3 Radio Astronomy experiments and a visit to the Giant 

Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT) arranged during the school. I will try to summarize the lectures 

in short because if I plan to write about them in detail, I am sure the report itself will spread over a 3 

digit number. Please refer to the schedule of the program attached at the end. 

15th Dec: The program began on Tuesday 15th December with a lecture on Electromagnetic Waves 

and their propagation by Prof. Yogesh Wadadekar from NCRA. In our school we would be using the 

concepts of polarization of light or propagation of EM waves constantly. This talk certainly helped us 

revise our knowledge of how EM waves propagate and also discuss important concepts such as 

Lorentz transforms, theory of special relativity, implications of all 4 equations of Maxwell and 

Poynting Vectors. Another important point to note was that radio astronomy works at extremely 

small energy levels such as 10-26
  Wm-2Hz-1  which is the unit of spectral flux density and called a 

Jansky in honor of the radio astronomer Karl Guthe Jansky. Naturally one must be ready to handle 

the sources of noise which will be present quite obviously. 

The next lecture at 11:30 am was given by Prof. R Srianand from IUCAA on Radiative Transport in 

Astrophysics. Our most important source of information about anything in space will be EM 

radiation which we detect using our eyes/photographic plates/cameras. However, it is worthwhile to 

note that this radiation is inbound for you with possibility of it being absorbed due to the interstellar 

medium and subsequent dearth in its intensity. This is where astrophysicists apply the laws of 

Blackbody radiation, Spectral emission, optical density, Kirchhoff’s Laws, Radiation Pressure and 

understand how light travels between a source and detector before doing spectroscopy or 

photometry. This lecture was a great exposure for me to understand the behaviour of light and the 

mathematical treatments one has to apply during analysis.  

The 3rd lecture of the day was given by Prof. Dipankar Bhattacharya on Detectors in Astronomy. We 

now possess the ability to detect radiation in not just the optical region but all other regions like X-

rays, Gamma Rays, Radio etc. Note that EM radiation is considered as a wave in regions such as the 

radio waves and photons in the optical or higher energy region. He mainly discussed on the blocks of 

a radio telescope – the receiver, Low noise amplifier, Mixer and data recorders. I enjoyed this lecture 

because of the broad instrumental overview it gave owing to the fact that I am from the engineering 

background and I was already familiar with concepts such as Signal to Noise ratio or quantum 

tunnelling.  The other detectors discussed were Bolometers (used to detect photons), Solid State 

Detectors, Scintillation Detectors and Acoustic Photometers.                                                                    

The 4th and final lecture of the day was given by Prof. Bhal Chandra Joshi from NCRA on Radio 

Astronomy with a single dish radio telescope. We were introduced to the pioneers of radio 



astronomy such as Grote Reber and Karl Guthe Jansky. Radio astronomy is less than 50 years old as 

compared to optical astronomy which is more than 400 years old now. In radio astronomy the best 

resolution is often a few arc minutes provided by the best radio telescopes in the world; unlike 

optical astronomy where even an amateur’s telescope gives such a resolution. Why? This is because 

angular resolution is given by θ=1.22 x λ/D. As wavelength increases, angular resolution also 

increases. This is the biggest drawback of radio astronomy.  

The remaining day was given to us to search for interesting books in radio astronomy and also get 

acquainted to the IUCAA-NCRA campus.  

16th December: The next 2 days were spent at IISER Pune where we were supposed to do 2 standard 

experiments which many of us had already done in our colleges. The aim of this program was to get 

ourselves acquainted with the concept of error analysis and experimentation which in my opinion 

was the crux of the winter school. 

We were supposed to pair up and do an experiment; the pairing had to be such that the 2 people 

had very less connection prior to the program. My team-mate was Aindrila Saha, a 2nd year Biology 

student from NISER in Orissa. We chose to study a diffraction grating and find out its grating 

constant, angle of deviation for every individual component of light and find the wavelength of a 

monochromatic source. Although this experiment was performed in our colleges, we were taught 

the importance of how well one should experiment. We must be noting down every single important 

point in a book regarding the experiment along with the time at which an activity was done. This 

itself was a big step as such records are vital during the process of analysis and are often proofs for 

success/failures of the experiment. The next important learning was to record every possible source 

of error numerically as “every data point has its own uncertainty” and it is vital for us to estimate it. 

Although I had never learned error propagation before, Aindrila helped me out with it as she claimed 

that it is extensively taught in her college (NISER). Even though the performance of our experiment 

was over in less than 2 hours, we dwelled on our data for more than a day; figuring out every piece 

of information that was derived out of it. We mathematically analysed our data sets and calculated 

the errors of measured angles, wavelengths and the grating constant. This itself was an important 

process as no data reading is actually a true value. It always has an error. [This line will form the 

basis of error analysis for the rest of the program]. 

In the afternoon we were taken to see a Solar Radio Telescope built at IISER using a log periodic 

antenna. They were monitoring radio emissions from the Sun all day and recording the spectrum. 

The interesting part of this telescope was that it was wide field and didn’t require tracking. The tour 

was given by Dr. Sasikumar Raja who had fabricated this telescope.  
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17th December 2015: The next day at IISER was spent by Aindrila and me on finding the Radius of 

Curvature of a plano convex lens using the Newton’s Rings experiment. This experiment required 

careful observations since the rings get really close to each other as you move away from the centre. 

Also, it is important that your observation tables are neat so that you have no problem in extracting 

data from them for analysis. Meanwhile, Prof. Neeraj Gupta who was the program coordinator 

discussed with us the possible sources of error and their estimation for almost an hour. I was 

amazed at how scientists spend so much of their time on analysis every small source of error and 

estimating it before they move forward for a detailed analysis. Neeraj Sir explained to us how we 

could possibly plot graphs for changes in dependant variables against independent ones to know the 

behaviour of the system (or function mathematically). I think this was a very important discussion 

during the program to help us get acquainted to what experimentation really is.  

Figure 2: A rough sheet of our error estimations 

Aindrila’s and my estimate for error in diffraction constant was close to ~500 lines/mm as opposed 

to the given information by the manufacturer which was 600 lines/mm. However, we had learned 

that we must stick to our observations when we find that all our calculations are correct and so are 

their errors. We weren’t wrong. There were other groups as well who had found a similar constant 

and on discussion with IISER faculties we learned that even their students do report such numbers. It 

was an absolutely satisfying experience to finish the experiments successfully after hours of toiling. 

Note: I don’t intend to put the detailed analysis of those experiments over here because that will 

make the report too lengthy.  

The same day we also had a lecture on the Radio Sun by Prof. Prasad Subramanium. He spoke on 

how radio observations of the Sun are important to understand its dynamics and also to predict any 

possible solar flares or events which can be headed towards our planet. He also asserted the need of 

instrumentation in solar astronomy for better observations and understanding.  

At 9:00pm we had a formal introduction to the Radio Astronomy experiments we were going to 

perform at NCRA-IUCAA by Mr. Jesu Raja. Jesu (as he was fondly called by all of us) gave a nice 

lecture on what pre-requisites one needed before coming for the experiment. This included reading 

the procedures of the experiment carefully, understanding positional astronomy such as Right 

Ascension, Declination, Local Sidereal Time or Hour Angle, tools such as GNUPLOT/MATLAB for 

analysis etc. The following 3 experiments were in line for us:  

1) Determination of Pointing offsets and the beam pattern of 4m telescope 

2) Antenna Characteristics 



3) 21cm Hydrogen line emission observations. 

I was assigned Group 4 with team mates Shashank (Delhi), Sagnik (Kolkata), 

Savio(Thiruvananthapuram) and Prakriti (Chennai). 

18th December:  We had a wonderful morning lecture by Prof. Neeraj Gupta on the Extragalactic 

Hydrogen in the Inter-stellar Medium. He showed an optical image of the M81 Galaxy and its radio 

counterpart taken in the H21 wavelength. If we measure the redshifts, we know about their age as 

well as the amount of Hydrogen they contain; a vital finding for cosmologists who work in this area. 

However, we still don’t know star formation processes in their entirety even today.   

Figure 3: A picture of the lecture notes 

We then discussed concepts such as the spin temperature, transitions in the 21cm emission and the 

time it takes for such transitions. First predicted by Van De Hulst in 1944, this fine transition due to 

spin flip was discovered by Ewen and Purcell in 1951. Neeraj Sir very kindly and enthusiastically 

answered all our questions regarding these spin transitions and also did a few derivations to find the 

Einstein coefficients; although he also left some of it as a homework challenge for us which I enjoyed 

solving later. 

In the afternoon at 3:30pm we had our first experiment, Antenna Characteristics. An antenna is used 

to transmit and receive EM radiation. However, it does so in a particular behaviour. All antennae 

have their own pattern of radiation with respect to direction called as beam pattern. The goal of the 

experiment was to find such a beam pattern by measuring the output received at the receiver 

against the angle made by the transmitter and receiver. In place of a transmitter, an electric dipole 

of λ/2 length was used while a Folded Yagi-Uda antenna was used as a receiver. We varied the angle 

between the transmitter and receiver by steps of 20 degrees for a complete rotation and measured 

the current at each instant. A frequency of 668MHz was used from a generator as input signal and 

we repeated the experiment for different antennae.  

The process was far from easy. The readings on the receiver end were not stable as we were doing it 

inside a room with lot of metallic contacts. However, even change in our positions was making the 

readings fluctuate. It took us almost 3 hours to complete the experiment given the sensitivity of the 

instruments. We also introduced a change in our methodology. Instead of taking just 1 reading per 



angle, we took 4 readings in a minute so that we could take into account the standard error on each 

data point. This was a good practice to account for.  At the end we had measurements for a simple 

dipole and parabolic reflector. Next we had to reduce the data and analyse it using a software. 

Figure 4: Readings for folded dipole 

19th December 2015: The morning session was entirely devoted for Amateur Small Radio Telescope 

(ASRT). We were given kits of these and were supposed to assemble them and see how they work. It 

consisted of a commercial dish (such as that of DishTV or Tata Sky), a satellite receiver and related 

tools. Once constructed we were supposed to use it to see if we could approximately point it to a 

stationary geosynchronous satellite and detect any signal. You’ll be amazed to know there are 

hundreds of them at any point in time in the sky. We were given a website where we could get their 

coordinates. Indeed we were able to pick up the signal and see its amplitude on the voltmeter. We 

also pointed it to the Sun and there was a consistent signal in everyone’s telescope. The purpose of 

this workshop was to help us explore how we too can make our own radio telescope and try and see 

if we can do some science with it. This indeed was possible on further investigation and I found that 

many students have actually designed their own antennas for their final year projects.  

Figure 5: Our group with the ASRT 

We left Pune to visit the world’s largest low frequency radio telescope, the Giant Metre-wave Radio 

Telescope (GMRT) at Narayangaon in Maharashtra about 80km away from Pune. The GMRT is such a 

place that you are supposed to be quiet; not the usual way but by keeping your phone switched off 

and any appliance that could generate Radio Frequency Interference with the instrument. We were 

guided over there by Prof. Sibhasis Roy, Prof. Bhal Chandra Joshi and Jesu. 

 In the evening we were given an introduction to Pulsars and Gravitational Physics by Joshi sir. For 

the first time I had learned what pulsars are and how they were discovered by Jocelyn Bell. A pulsar 



emits radio frequency pulsations which are of the orders of a few seconds or milliseconds. In the 

early radio astronomy days, large integration time was the idea in order to improve the Signal to 

Noise ratio. However, Hewish broke away from that trend and observed at a sampling time of a few 

milliseconds.  This led him to discover the pulsar radiations with Jocelyn Bell. That is how 

serendipitous astronomy is. The session which was scheduled to be for 1 hour lasted almost 2 hours 

with an extremely interactive audience and speaker.  

The same evening, Prof. Sibhasis Roy gave a talk on Radio Astronomy at GMRT and how they had 

constructed the entire place. We were given a broad overview on telescopes such as the Green Bank 

Telescope, Arecibo and future telescopes like the Square Kilometre Array.  

Soon after the talk we were taken inside the actual control rooms and data centres of GMRT where 

live observations were in progress. Sibhasis Sir and Joshi Sir showed us how the GMRT performed 

and that it was open to astronomers all over the world. You are given observing time on GMRT 

through a proposal scheme. If your proposal is worth to be given time on GMRT the committee 

approves it and allots you time for observing. 50% of the observers are from India out of which a fair 

percentage is PhD students and postdoctoral students. The GMRT is an absolutely advanced 

instrument with such a systematic routine adopted that it is not biased towards any one set of 

observers. I was so glad to see that the concepts such as Fourier Transforms or convolutions are so 

heavily used in this area; these were the same concepts I learned in my college.  

The entire night was spent by we students seeing the night sky with a 10 inch Dobsonian Telescope 

and some binoculars. We saw objects like the Crab Nebula, open clusters likeM35, M36, M41, 

planets Jupiter, Venus and the recent morning comet Catalina. Most of us slept only for 2 hours after 

6am. At 9am we were taken for a tour of one of the Radio Dishes of the GMRT.  

20th December: Sibhasis Sir took us to the C-03 dish of the GMRT. GMRT is an array of 30 parabolic  

dishes each of the size 45m. The mesh on the dish is used to increase its reflectivity to the receiver 

and have a Gaussian pattern developed. This helped reduce side lobes in the beam pattern thus 

increasing the directivity. To see something half the size of a football field rotate so well was indeed 

a treat for all of us. The GMRT has a resolution of 2 arc minutes at 1420 MHz making it an extremely 

good instrument for observations.  

 

Figure 6: Me in front of the Radio Telescope. Compare its size to a 5 feet 8 inch tall person 



We returned to Pune in the afternoon and some of the group members again went to the lab to do 

the experiment of antenna characteristics. On the way back to Pune, we discussed the possibility of 

shifting the location to a terrace or road to avoid any metallic reflections. We also tried to fit a cos2
  x 

curve to our readings of the electric dipole in the X-Y domain and we got a fit.  

IUCAA-NCRA hosted a banquet for all of us in the evening where we interacted with scientists , 

students and engineers from both the institutes. It was a great evening we had discussing and 

exchanging a lot of ideas. I had the opportunity to interact with a postdoc  student at NCRA who was 

from Netherlands and researching in the Hydrogen line spectrum.  

21st December:  In the morning at 8 we were supposed to do our 2nd experiment – Observing the 

Sun and determining the pointing offsets of the 4m telescope in NCRA. We had done our homework 

of initializing the instruments such as the Encoder PC, Control PC and the Radio Telescope motors for 

them to work well. Our aim was to locate the position of the Sun and sweep in altitude (keeping 

azimuth constant )and azimuth(keeping elevation constant) across it. While doing so we would get a 

peak intensity when the telescope points at the Sun after and before which the intensity reduces as 

the telescope moves away from the Sun. While doing so we record the times of maximum intensity 

(i.e. the scope pointing towards the Sun). We then compare our times of maximum intensities to 

those obtained from standard sources of data such as SkyMap Pro or Stellarium and check what the 

actual altitude and azimuth of the Sun was. By doing so, we calculate the offset of the 4m telescope 

and use it to perform appropriate corrections.  

Our offsets were 6 degrees (up) in Altitude and 0.5 (North) degrees in Azimuth. 

The same day we had a lecture on Inter-Stellar Medium by Prof. Sibhasis Roy which was one of the 

important lectures in terms of our experiment just like that of Neeraj Sir. ISM is the matter between 

stars in our galaxy which holds answers for stellar formation, evolution of our galaxy and also 

understanding cosmology. It was initially thought by Trumpler in the early 1900s that the flux from 

main sequence stars must be inversely proportional to the square of their distances. However it was 

found that far away clusters were bigger than what was predicted. This led them to think of a 

possibility that light was being absorbed or scattered by dust. He discussed ideas such as extinction, 

polarization, scattering and reflection nebulae of the ISM. 

.  Figure 8: A photo of the lecture notes 

 



The remaining day was spent again studying more antennae and we were narrowing down on the 

possibility that we will present this experiment at the end of the school. This was because of the 

enormous time we had for it and also that the Hydrogen line experiment was lined up for Tuesday 

night.  

Sagnik was extremely good at teaching us GNUPLOT and helped us get the beam patterns for 

antennae. We had a big question as to why it wasn’t identical to what we were seeing on the 

internet. When we performed the experiment on the terrace the standard deviation was almost 0.1 

or 0.2 (maximum) which gave us sheer confidence in our readings. All our efforts were concentrated 

towards achieving the best possible data before using it for analysis.  

22nd December:  Savio and I started at 8am with our observations for few more antennae such as the 

Hertz Antenna, Log Periodic antenna, Yagi Uda and more. We were very sure that our readings were 

extremely good on the terrace. Also, till now we were placing the receiver only in the far field region 

so that it the propagating field would be uniformly incident on the receiver. We proposed an idea to 

observe the beam pattern in the near field regions and check how the beam pattern would be. Due 

to time constraints we couldn’t do it in the day.  

At 11:30am we had a talk by Prof. Poonam Chandra on Stellar Evolution. All the famous terms such 

as the HR diagram, main sequence stars, photometry and spectroscopy were discussed in this talk. 

She also spoke on quantum tunnelling, spectral classes and finding out surface temperatures from 

spectra. NGC 2264 and Pleiades are good objects for photometry even by amateurs. 

All through the afternoon we continued obtaining data for our antennae and in the evening 

attended a public talk on “Dark Matter, Dark Energy and Einstein’s cosmological constant” by Prof. 

Bharat Ratra from the Univ. of Kansas, USA. He briefly explained to us the concepts of universal 

expansion, redshifts and observations and models of scientists about the present state of the 

universe. Majority of the scientists across the globe believe the Big Bang theory and consider the 

Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation as a great evidence for supporting the theory. However, it 

is also worthy to acknowledge that scientists such as Fred Hoyle or Jayant Narlikar have their 

counter theory called the Steady State Theory which also has enough merit both observationally and 

theoretically. Bharat Ratra explained that scientists can prove mathematically the presence of dark 

matter existing in the universe with a negative pressure.  

At night 12:00am our final experiment of observing the Hydrogen 21cm line was performed with the 

4m telescope. We observed at different positions in the sky where the 21cm line emission is present 

and recorded our data. HI is optically thin except in a few regions near the galactic plane. Most of it 

is hidden by dust at visible wavelengths. That is why you observe it in the radio wavelengths. The 

experiment continued for about 2 hours. In the meanwhile, we saw that there were small periodic 

spikes in our graph which were certainly not of noise (because it is random). On proper thinking and 

guiding from Jesu sir, we saw that the antenna was pointing south i.e. towards the control room. The 

spikes were due to the encoder which was working at its own frequency. That is the beauty of radio 

astronomy. You have to be alert whenever you are doing your observations as any small RFI can 

interfere with the scope.  

At 2:30am we finished our experiment and then reserved some more energy for performing the near 

field experiment for a simple dipole.  By 3 am we got our readings and were off to sleep without 



even having the slightest thought of glancing up at the clear skies for the remaining night (although 

we were so tempted to do so, the cold December winds froze us)! 

 Figure 9: The periodic spikes due to the encoder. 

23rd December: We had two morning talks arranged for today. The first one was given by Prof. 

Joydeep Bagchi from IUCAA who is a well-known radio scientist. He was supposed to speak on Active 

Galactic Nuclei but he also spoke on the formation of cosmology and the works people have done in 

it. During his talk he drew graphs of the behaviour of dark energy and dark matter and detailed to us 

what could be the possibilities of the universe’s future. Whether it would continue expanding or 

would it crunch again is a matter of observations and time! As of now we’re living in a very nice time 

favourable for life and also to study the universe. He also gave a broad view about the works of 

scientists such as Jayant Narlikar and Vijay Mohan from IUCAA who are of the opinion that they have 

found stars older than the proposed time of the Big Bang (~14 billion years) which indicates the 

failure of the Big Bang theory. Bagchi sir also spoke on the importance of radio astronomy in 

observing the CMBR and what light it shed on the current understand of cosmology. His talk 

extended a lot due to the number of questions all had while he politely answered all of them until it 

was time for the other speaker! 

The next talk was given by Prof. Srianand on “Observable Universe”. He spoke on the studied Edwin 

Hubble conducted on finding out distances to Cepheid variables from the Mount Wilson observatory 

in 1920s. He majorly spoke on the concept of observing the universe at different redshifts which 

enables observers to look at the universe at different stages (times) of its evolution. Whenever you 

see an object with redshift z=2, it means that from the time when the photon was emitted till it 

reached you, the universe would have expanded by a factor of 2! He also spoke on the present BIG 

questions in front of astrophysicists and what people in IUCAA work on.  

The rest of the day was spent preparing for our presentations. We had a short discussion the 

previous day on who will present which experiment. I chose to represent our group and asserted our 

reasons as follows:  

Since we had 2 engineering students in our team (and the only ones in the school) it would be apt 

for us to do the antenna experiment. Also, we had studied almost 6 antennae as opposed to 2 

antennae which other groups had studied mainly because of the enormous time we spent (almost 9 

hours in total). For our reasons and assertions, we were allotted this experiment.  

After hours of working on GNUPLOT, we still couldn’t find and fit any standard curve to our readings. 

However Sagnik was able to fit a few standard curves. I decided to explore the reasons why we 



couldn’t. Only in the evening I was able to determine the cause of our problem. Most of the 

standard curves obtained online were simulated versions in MATLAB and were plotted at different 

frequencies and ideal conditions. We had our frequency set to 668 MHz and were certainly not in 

ideal conditions. Therefore, we decided to not plot any standard fit to the curves which were 

ambiguous. Instead we outlined their beam pattern by joining the points with a pencil. Incidentally 

another group which was also performing the same experiment also faced a similar problem. That 

brought a relief for us and we proceeded to making the presentation for the seminar next day.  

Plots (L-R): Electric Dipole, Folded Dipole, Hertz Antenna 

       

                                   

Figure 11: Our Result table 

December 24th: I remember once Kapil Dev and Suni Gavaskar saying how young cricketers spend 

the night before their cricket match by staying up until late hours. The case wasn’t too different with 

us too. Almost all the groups were wide awake in their rooms preparing the presentations and 

getting ready for the next day. We had 20 mins to speak on our experiment and our group had 

decided the time break-up and how we will execute our topics.  

The presentations began at 9am and the judges questioned every group for about 10 minutes – 

most of the questions were regarding error analysis of our data and how we had used it to interpret 

physical meaning out of our experiments. All groups had performed wonderful and there was a great 

amount to learn from everybody and their experiments.  

Our presentation was at 12:15pm and the judges were happy about the data analysis and error 

estimation we had performed for all our antennae. We were asked questions such as explaining the 

relation between directivity and beam pattern of our antennae, linear and circular polarization and 



the uses of these antennae in astronomical observations. We all were satisfied with the work we had 

done and at lunch time it finally felt like we were free from a long and hectic schedule.  

 

Figure 12: Group 1 presenting pointing offsets experiment. 

Finally, the school entered its concluding phase with 3 lectures. 

The 1st one was given by Prof. Yashwant Gupta from NCRA on the upcoming telescope projects. We 

were told that GMRT itself was being upgraded to keep up with the world and that it will now work 

with seamless frequency coverage from 30MHz – 1500 MHz and an instantaneous bandwidth of 

400MHz. Even though most of us were exhausted due to the night long preparations, we were 

absolutely enthralled at the kind of cutting edge technology that was coming up in the future; 

something some of us might work with in our careers. The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) project is 

indeed a huge one and will provide loads of opportunities for all of us. Radio Astronomy recruits 

engineering students from Electronics and Telecommunication on a massive scale which indeed was 

great to know. 

The 2nd lecture was again given by Prof. Srianand on the Thirty Metre Telescope (TMT) – the largest 

ground based telescope with which India especially IUCAA partners extensively. Apart from the 

science it will be used to study he spoke on a very innovative concept for minimising the effects of 

seeing on telescopes. In order to achieve standard calibration of stars, TMT will use extremely high 

power lasers which will be shined towards the atmosphere and will create artificial stars for 

astronomers to calibrate. Such technique is called the laser guide star. The TMT if operational 

(currently it is not) will be unravelling a lot of mysteries of the universe such that one cannot predict 

what they will be! 

The 3rd and final lecture was given by Prof. Dipankar Bhattacharya on India’s ASTROSAT satellite 

which was launched on 28th September, 2015. ASTROSAT is India’s multi-wavelength satellite 

observing in wavelengths from X-rays to UV regions. He has developed the coded mask imaging 

technique used by ASTROSAT. He explained to us how photon counting is done on ASTROSAT and 

what scientists do in IUCAA and elsewhere after they get the data. The satellite transfers data to 

Bangalore only when it is over it for about 10 minutes and then the data is sent to multiple institutes 

like IUCAA in the country. Currently all of ASTROSAT’s instruments are operational and they are 

doing great. Dipankar Sir also showed us a live map of ASTROSAT as it passed over India. It was a 

fitting end to the school. 



 

Group Photo of the RAWSC 2015 

Note: This report has been uploaded on my blog www.dhruvap.wordpress.com on the home page 

and you will be able to access the colour photos on it. Due to the high rates of colour printing I have 

not printed the hard copy in colour.  

The winter school has helped me a lot in broadening my outlook towards astrophysics and science in 

general. I thank all the people who made this school happen sincerely. This was my 2nd astronomy 

workshop of 2015 the first one being in California at the Mount Wilson Observatory in summer. I 

owe a lot to both these workshops as they have taught me a lot about astronomy and 

experimentation; a learning which one doesn’t get every day. All the things which my teachers have 

taught me in these programs will always be remembered by me and I promise to work harder in the 

future.  A common aim in both programs was on making us ready for experimentation and also be 

able to work with your colleagues who may be from different backgrounds. Such learning enriches 

our own experience. 

Lastly, I would say that my amateur astronomy experience has helped me a lot as well. However, 

these 2 programs made me realize that one must not try to cross the boundaries of amateur 

astronomy before being in the professional routine. Astrophysics ultimately is physics at the end of 

the day and one must be ever-ready to apply the concepts of fundamental physics whenever 

possible. Amateur astronomy at the same time is a great mean to start taxing towards the runway 

for professional astronomy!  

http://www.dhruvap.wordpress.com/

